A detailed three-dimensional regional chemical transport model (Particulate Matter Comprehensive Air Quality Model with Extensions, PMCAMx) was applied over Europe, focusing on the formation and chemical transformation of organic matter. Three periods representative of different seasons were simulated, corresponding to intensive field campaigns. An extensive set of AMS measurements was used to evaluate the model and, using factor-analysis results, gain more insight into the sources and transformations of organic aerosol (OA). Overall, the agreement between predictions and measurements for OA concentration is encouraging, with the model reproducing two-thirds of the data (daily average mass concentrations) within a factor of 2. Oxygenated OA (OOA) is predicted to contribute 93 % to total OA during May, 87 % during winter and 96 % during autumn, with the rest consisting of fresh primary OA (POA). Predicted OOA concentrations compare well with the observed OOA values for all periods, with an average fractional error of 0.53 and a bias equal to −0.07 (mean error = 0.9 µg m −3 , mean bias = −0.2 µg m −3 ). The model Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
Introduction
Organic aerosol (OA) is a significant component (20-90 %) of atmospheric fine particulate matter and thus strongly affects the physicochemical properties of aerosols. Despite its importance, OA remains today the leastunderstood component of the atmospheric aerosol system. OA has hundreds of sources, both anthropogenic and natural, and it can undergo complex atmospheric chemical and physical processing (Hallquist et al., 2009) . The description of these emissions and processes in chemical transport models (CTMs) is not a trivial task.
OA has been traditionally characterized as either primary (POA) or secondary OA (SOA). POA is introduced in the atmosphere in the particulate phase, while SOA is formed from oxidation products of volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Murphy and Pandis (2009) classified OA into "fresh" POA, oxidized POA (OPOA), anthropogenic SOA (aSOA) and biogenic SOA (bSOA). Fresh POA is primary OA that is emitted in the particulate phase and has not undergone chemical processing, while OPOA refers to POA compounds that evaporate and undergo oxidation in the gas phase, which allows them to reduce their volatility and re-condense back to the particulate phase. SOA produced from the oxidation of intermediate-volatility compounds (IVOCs) was also included in OPOA mainly because the IVOC emissions were calculated based on the POA emissions. SOA (either aSOA or bSOA) consists of compounds of low volatility that are formed when VOCs are oxidized in the gas phase (Kroll et al., 2011; Hallquist et al., 2009; Robinson et al., 2007) . Additional oxidation of the semivolatile SOA, POA and OPOA components in the gas phase is known as "aging" of OA, which, assisted by transport, can increase OA concentrations in areas far away from sources and is responsible for the regional distribution of OA.
Quantification, characterization and speciation of organic aerosol are hindered by analytical difficulties (Kanakidou et al., 2005; Turpin et al., 2000) . For instance, conventional techniques (e.g., gas chromatography-mass spectrometry, or GC-MS) can only speciate a small fraction of the OA mass. Recently, several new measurement techniques have emerged that can quantify and characterize to some degree all the OA mass present in fine aerosol. The Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS) is used to measure the size-resolved mass concentration and total mass spectrum of organic aerosols with high time resolution . Information about processes or sources contributing to the OA levels can be provided by the Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) method (Paatero and Tapper, 1994; Lanz et al., 2007; Ng et al., 2010) , the multilinear engine (ME-2) (Lanz et al., 2008 , Canonaco et al., 2013 or custom principal component analysis (Zhang et al., 2005) of the AMS measurements. These methods allow a classification of the OA into different types based on their different temporal and mass spectral signatures. Two major components often resolved by the analysis of the AMS measurements (Zhang et al., 2005) are hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol (HOA) and oxygenated organic aerosol (OOA). HOA represents fresh POA from fossil fuel combustion, while OOA is OA of secondary nature. Often, factor analysis can further classify OOA into a more oxygenated low-volatility OOA component (LV-OOA) and a less oxygenated semivolatile OOA part (SV-OOA) (Lanz et al., 2007; Jimenez et al., 2009; Ng et al., 2010; Crippa et al., 2014) . Biomass burning OA (BBOA), marine-related OA (MOA) and cooking OA (COA) are other classes that the factor analysis may identify Crippa et al., 2014) .
Earlier measurement campaigns in Europe have shown that biomass burning and fossil fuel combustion are the main sources of OA in winter, while secondary OA from non-fossil sources is dominant during summer and in European boreal regions (Szidat et al., 2006; Tunved et al., 2006; Gelencser et al., 2007) . More recently Lanz et al. (2010) analyzed AMS data (using PMF and ME-2) in central Europe and found a strong impact of BBOA in the Alpine region. Morgan et al. (2010) performed aircraft AMS measurements in northwestern Europe and found significant chemical processing of OA downwind of major pollution sources, with the LV-OOA component becoming increasingly dominant as the distance from source and photochemical age increased. AMS measurements at Finokalia, a remote site in the Mediterranean (influenced by air masses from different source regions), revealed two OOA components which, however, did not appear to correspond to different OA sources but instead to different limits of the extent of OA oxidation observed during the campaign .
Air quality and climate models have until recently treated POA emissions as non-volatile and non-reactive, while SOA formation from VOCs is usually simulated using a semiempirical two-product oxidation parameterization. Recent advancements in OA modeling have introduced the volatility basis set framework (VBS) (Donahue et al., 2006) in which POA is considered semivolatile and photochemically reactive and the saturation concentrations (C * ) of OA surrogate species are fixed and usually range from 0.01 up to 10 6 µg m −3 with logarithmically spaced bins. Recently, CTMs have successfully adopted the new developments in OA modeling improving predictions of OA when compared to measurements (Murphy and Pandis, 2009; Bergstrom et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013) . However, uncertainties still exist in these models regarding the volatility distribution of the primary OA emissions, the simplistic parameterization of the chemical aging of the OA or errors in either the anthropogenic or biogenic emissions Bergstrom et al., 2012) . Bergstrom et al. (2012) applied the EMEP (European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme) model with the VBS framework over Europe during the period [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] . A comparison with AMS data from one campaign in Switzerland (during June 2006) was conducted, while other long-term data sets were also used for the model evaluation. They concluded that the volatility distribution of primary emissions and the emissions of biogenic VOCs are two main sources of uncertainty in the model. Zhang et al. (2013) applied the CHIMERE CTM over the greater Paris area and conducted a thorough comparison with PMF-analyzed AMS data for a summer period. They found that adopting the new paradigm in OA modeling significantly improves model predictions of SOA, while, depending on the emission inventory used, SOA levels tend to be overestimated. This was attributed to emissions errors, the choice of (potentially high) yields and/or uncertainty in the chemical aging of biogenic species. Interestingly, it was found that, if some OPOA had been included in the HOA estimated by the PMF, the model bias would be reduced.
The factor analysis of AMS measurements can allow more in-depth evaluation of CTMs and further constrain the corresponding uncertain parameters. However, to date such model-measurement comparison studies on a regional scale are rare. In this work we apply Particulate Matter Comprehensive Air Quality Model with Extensions (PMCAMx) (Fountoukis et al., , 2013 over Europe during three periods, representative of different seasons, and use an extensive set of AMS measurements to evaluate the model. Using factor-analysis data, we attempt to gain more insight into the formation and evolution of OA, as well as to identify strengths and limitations of the current OA modeling framework.
OA simulation in PMCAMx
A regional chemical transport model, PMCAMx (Karydis et al., 2010; Fountoukis et al., , 2013 , is used in this study. The model describes the processes of horizontal and vertical dispersion, horizontal and vertical advection, gas-and aqueous-phase chemistry, wet and dry deposition. The gasphase chemistry mechanism is based on the SAPRC99 mechanism (Environ, 2003; Carter, 2010) . For the aerosol processes, bulk equilibrium is assumed. More details about this version of the model can be found in .
The OA scheme in PMCAMx treats all organic species (primary and secondary) as chemically reactive using the VBS approach (Donahue et al., 2006) . Primary OA in PMCAMx is assumed to be semivolatile (Shrivastava et al., 2008) with nine surrogate POA species used, corresponding to nine effective saturation concentrations ranging from 10 −2 to 10 6 µg m −3 (at 298 K) in logarithmically spaced bins. POA is simulated in the model as fresh (unoxidized) POA (fPOA) and oxidized POA (OPOA). The IVOC emissions are assumed to be proportional to the emitted primary OA mass (1.5 times POA emissions) Shrivastava et al., 2008) , since the existing emission inventories do not include these compounds. The products of oxidation of IVOCs are allowed to partition between gas and particle phase according to their volatilities, forming OPOA in the aerosol phase. BBOA is not simulated separately but is included in the fresh POA, while processed (oxidized) BBOA is included in OPOA. The POA emissions are assumed to have the volatility distribution used by . Recently May et al. (2013a, b, c) have estimated volatility distributions for the major OA sources. The sensitivity of our results to assumed POA volatility distribution is explored in Sect. 4.
The SOA is described using four volatility bins (1, 10, 10 2 , 10 3 µg m −3 ) following Lane et al. (2008a) . The SOA module incorporates NO x -dependent SOA yields (Lane et al., 2008b) and includes anthropogenic aerosol yields based on the studies of Ng et al. (2006) and Hildebrandt et al. (2009) . The modeled oxygenated OA is defined as the sum of aSOA, bSOA and OPOA.
Chemical aging is modeled through gas-phase oxidation of organic compounds, assuming a gas-phase OH reaction with a rate constant of k = 1 × 10 −11 cm 3 molec −1 s −1 for anthropogenic SOA and k = 4 × 10 −11 cm 3 molec −1 s −1 for the primary OA and the IVOCs (Murphy and Pandis, 2009 ). Each reaction is assumed to effectively decrease the volatility of the compound by 1 order of magnitude. The base-case simulation assumes that the chemical aging reactions of biogenic SOA (including both functionalization and fragmentation reactions) do not result in a net change of the volatility distribution (and hence the bSOA concentration), and thus it effectively neglects the chemical aging of biogenic SOA. The sensitivity of the model predictions to this assumption will be investigated in a subsequent section.
The VBS approach was used by Skyllakou et al. (2014) to extend the particle source apportionment algorithm (PSAT) of Wagstrom et al. (2008) so that the semivolatile POA and the continuous aging of OA can be considered in sourcereceptor analyses. In this study we applied the extended PSAT in PMCAMx in the European domain. PSAT keeps track of the sources of all OA components (fresh primary, oxidized primary, anthropogenic and biogenic secondary), 
Model application
We simulate three periods (1-29 May 2008 , 25 February-24 March 2009 and 15 September-17 October 2008 ) during which intensive campaigns were performed as part of the European Integrated project on Aerosol, Cloud, Climate and Air Quality Interactions (EUCAARI; Kulmala et al., 2009 Kulmala et al., , 2011 and EMEP (Tørseth et al., 2012) . During all three campaigns, AMS measurements were performed at several sites across Europe, while further analysis of the OA sources was also performed using factor-analysis techniques (Crippa et al., 2014) . Crippa et al. (2014) proposed a standardized methodology, tailored to the data sets under investigation, to perform source apportionment using PMF with ME-2 (Paatero, 1999) on AMS data (Canonaco et al., 2013) . This differs from the standard, unconstrained PMF analysis described by in that target factors and relaxation parameters can be provided in a manner similar to Lanz et al. (2008) . The target factors are added to the analysis following a step-bystep process described in Sect. 3.2.1 of Crippa et al. (2014) . This means that additional factors can be quantified that might not otherwise have been found through unconstrained PMF analysis, while the use of a common set of rules maintains consistency and objectivity of the analysis. In this work all factor-analysis data (except for the analysis in Sect. 4.6) are taken from the analysis of Crippa et al. (2014) . For most of the sites, they retrieved four factors (HOA, BBOA, SV-OOA and LV-OOA). In addition, factor analysis of AMS data measured at Cabauw during May 2008 identified a second LV-OOA component with characteristic spectral profile representing approximately 15 % of the OA. Paglione et al. (2014) showed that this OOA factor was associated with polluted continental air masses and exhibited a good correlation with off-line measurements of HULIS (humic-like substances). Therefore, the Cabauw HULIS component is included in the OOA concentration for the purposes of our study.
The modeling domain covers a 5400 km × 5832 km region in Europe with 36 km × 36 km grid resolution and 14 vertical layers extending up to 6 km in height with a surface layer depth of 55 m. PMCAMx was set to perform simulations on a rotated polar stereographic map projection. The dimensions of the modeling domain are the same in the simulations of all three periods. Figure 1 shows a map of the modeling domain of PMCAMx with the location of the stations with available AMS measurements for each period. We have used the same boundary conditions as in .
The necessary meteorological inputs to the model were generated from the WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting) model (Skamarock et al., 2008) and include horizontal wind components, vertical diffusivity, temperature, pres- sure, water vapor, clouds and rainfall. Anthropogenic and biogenic hourly emissions for gases and primary particulate matter were developed for all three periods. Volatile organic compounds are split based on the speciation proposed by Visschedijk et al. (2007) . Anthropogenic particulate matter mass emissions of organic and elemental carbon (EC) are based on the EUCAARI (Kulmala et al., 2011 ) Pan-European Carbonaceous Aerosol Inventory. The biogenic emissions were produced by MEGAN (Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature) (Guenther et al., 2006) . A marine aerosol emission model (O'Dowd et al., 2008) was also used for the estimation of mass fluxes for both accumulation and coarse mode, including an organic fine mode aerosol fraction. Wildfire emissions are also included (Sofiev et al., 2009 ). The OA emissions in PMCAMx were distributed by volatility using the volatility distributions of . The enthalpies of vaporization that are used for primary and secondary OA are the same as in Murphy and Pandis (2009) . Figure 2 shows the PMCAMx-predicted average groundlevel concentration of PM 1 OA during each simulation period. Overall, the domain-average contribution of OA concentration to total PM 1 mass is similar (ranges from 31 to 33 %) during the three simulation periods. However, the absolute concentration levels and spatial distribution are quite different. During May the model predicts elevated concentrations (up to 6 µg m −3 ) in a large area covering the UK, northern France, Belgium, the Netherlands and northwestern Germany, while in central and southern Europe the model predicts lower concentrations (∼ 2 µg m −3 ). During winter the situation is different, with the model predicting high OA values at urban and heavily industrialized areas (up to 15 µg m −3 ), a result of the strong influence of primary emissions. The largest (on average) OA concentrations are predicted for the autumn period, with a peak monthly average of 5.7 µg m −3 at the Po Valley in Italy. Contrary to the late spring period, OA predictions during September/October are relatively low in central and northern Europe (1-2 µg m −3 ), a result of northwesterly winds prevailing in the last two weeks of the simulation period. Figure 3 shows a comparison of predicted vs. observed daily average PM 1 OA concentrations from all three measurement periods (18 measurement data sets in total). The prediction skill of PMCAMx is quantified in terms of the mean bias (MB), the mean absolute gross error (MAGE), the fractional bias (FBIAS), and the fractional error (FERROR):
Results and discussion
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where P i represents the model-predicted value for data point i, O i is the corresponding observed value and n is the total number of data points. The overall agreement between AMS measurements and model predictions is encouraging. The majority (63 %) of the data points for PM 1 OA lie within the 1 : 2 and 2 : 1 error lines. The error is mostly scatter (FER-ROR = 0.57) rather than systematic bias (FBIAS = −0.09). There is a notable variation of model performance among the three periods. The model performs best during May, reproducing 84 % of the data within a factor of 2 with a fractional error of 0.35 and a fractional bias of 0.01. The winter 2009 simulation period shows the largest discrepancies between model and observations (FERROR = 0.68, FBIAS = 0.02, 50 % of the data predicted within a factor of 2), while during September/October 2008 the model performs better than during winter, reproducing 66 % of the data within a factor of 2 (FERROR = 0.58, FBIAS = −0.3). The OA formation during the late spring and autumn period is governed by photochemical reactions, while during winter primary OA emissions play a major role. The remaining one-third of the data that lie outside of the 1 : 2 and 2 : 1 error lines of Fig. 3 is mostly scattered over many sites and appears as either an over-or an underprediction mostly during the winter and autumn periods. The overall comparison using hourly resolved data shows similar model performance compared to the daily data, with the model reproducing 57 % of the data within a factor of 2 (FERROR = 0.68, FBIAS = −0.06).
The comparison for fine particulate sulfate concentrations is similar to that for OA in all three periods and sites (55 % of the data are predicted within a factor of 2 with FER-ROR = 0.6 and FBIAS = 0.03). The best performance is seen in May when the model reproduces 70 % of the data within a factor of 2 (FERROR = 0.4, FBIAS = 0.1). For EC the model tends to underpredict concentrations (FERROR = 0.8, FBIAS = −0.35) during all periods especially at suburban sites influenced by local pollution (e.g. Melpitz), but it should be borne in mind that the number of available data was limited.
Predictions of OA composition in Europe
The average ground-level concentration predictions of all the PM 1 OA components during each simulation period are shown in Fig. 4 . Fresh POA is higher during the winter period, ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 µg m −3 on average, with peak values up to 10 µg m −3 at urban centers. The model predicts that POA contributes 7 % to total OA during May, 13 % during winter and 4 % during autumn, with the rest comprised of OOA. This is in close agreement with Bergstrom et al. (2012) , who predicted (using the EMEP model) less than 10 % contribution of fresh POA to total fine OA, over a 6 yr (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) period in Europe. bSOA is predicted to be the dominant oxygenated OA component, with a contribution of ∼ 40 % to total OOA during May and 60 % during both winter and autumn. Oxidized POA is predicted to be the secondlargest contributor to OOA. OPOA comprises around onethird of OOA during May and around 25 % during the other two periods. The model suggests that what was traditionally thought as primary (non-volatile and non-reactive) organic matter can actually undergo evaporation, gas-phase oxidation and transformation to lower-volatility products which can condense back to the particulate phase. This OOA is transported and shows regional rather than local characteristics in its spatial distribution. Anthropogenic SOA levels range from 0.2 to 1.0 µg m −3 . Interestingly, aSOA shows a maximum over the UK and Benelux area during May and a minimum over the same area during winter. The model predicts the highest concentrations of OPOA and aSOA during the May period and of bSOA during autumn. In each one of the simulation periods, the spatial patterns of concentrations for OPOA, aSOA and bSOA are quite similar to each other, while for fresh POA they are different, indicating differences in sources and production mechanisms.
Comparison with factor-analysis (ME-2) AMS data
The prediction skill metrics of PMCAMx against AMS HOA and OOA measurements from all stations are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 , while Fig. 5 shows an overall comparison of modeled versus measured values for the two components. The AMS HOA component is typically associated with primary fossil fuel combustion organic matter, and thus we compare it with the POA in the model. The oxygenated OA AMS component is compared against the sum of aSOA, bSOA and OPOA.
Overall, the average AMS HOA is higher than the POA concentrations (by roughly 0.4 µg m −3 ). However, the discrepancies vary considerably depending on the site and period (Fig. 5) . During winter PMCAMx underpredicts HOA at Barcelona and Chilbolton and overpredicts at Cabauw, Hyytiälä and Helsinki. During the fall there is systematic HOA underprediction at almost all sites. During the May period, the model correctly predicts very low concentrations of POA (less than 0.3 µg m −3 ) at Melpitz and Finokalia throughout the month, while at Mace Head it underpredicts HOA with a mean error of −0.25 µg m −3 . At Cabauw the model predicts an average concentration of 0.6 µg m −3 compared to a 1 µg m −3 of HOA estimated during the May period. Overall, the model performance is better during the late spring period with a mean error of 0.26 µg m −3 , while the mean bias and error are always less than 1 µg m −3 during all three periods (with the exception of Barcelona).
The agreement between predictions and observations is better for OOA, with the model reproducing 83 % of the data within a factor of 2 during May, 55 % during winter and 68 % during the autumn period, while the average fractional error and bias are 0.53 and −0.07, respectively (MAGE = 0.9 µg m −3 , MB = −0.2 µg m −3 ).
The error for HOA concentrations is most likely an indication of errors in the emissions rates of OA and/or errors in their assumed volatility distribution. Although most previous studies have considered OPOA as OOA (Robinson et al., 2007; Shrivastava et al., 2008; Murphy and Pandis, 2009; Hodzic et al., 2010; , it has been argued (Cappa and Wilson, 2012; Aumont et al., 2012) that not all OPOA is oxidized enough to be assigned to the OOA mass fraction by factor analysis. Zhang et al. (2013) suggested that if some OPOA were measured as part of HOA, the CTM bias would be reduced. In our case, if 50 % of simulated OPOA is considered as fPOA, then the model bias for HOA is reduced (MAGE = 0.6 µg m −3 and MB = −0.08 µg m −3 compared to MAGE = 0.7 µg m −3 and MB = −0.4 µg m −3 ), but the average model performance for OOA deteriorates (fractional error and bias are 0.6 and −0.24 compared to 0.54 and −0.08 in the base case). Errors in the emissions inventory are likely to be the source of bias for HOA as well as the uncertain distribution of OA emissions in the low-volatility bins, which can strongly influence the initial partitioning between the gas and the aerosol phase and thus the predicted POA concentrations (Tsimpidi et al., 2011) . Figure 6 shows average diurnal profiles of PM 1 HOA and OOA components at Cabauw during May 2008. The observed morning HOA peak is reproduced by the model, but there is a tendency towards underprediction throughout the day. The model compares well with the measured OOA when HULIS are included in the OOA (Fig. 6b) . On average the model predicts 3.6 µg m the fractional error increases from 0.55 to 0.97 for HOA and from 0.25 to 0.46 for OOA. Biomass burning OA was detected by the factor analysis at two sites during May (Cabauw and Mace Head), five sites during autumn (Hyytiälä, K-Puszta, Vavihill, Harwell and Melpitz) and seven during winter (Cabauw, Melpitz, Hyytiälä, Helsinki, Mace Head, Chilbolton, and Barcelona). For these data sets, the predicted POA has been compared so far against the sum of the AMS BBOA and HOA. However the model systematically underpredicts fresh POA at most of these sites, especially during autumn with a mean bias up to −3.4 µg m −3 (fractional bias up to −1.3 µg m −3 ). Figure 7 shows average diurnal profiles of PM 1 HOA and OOA components at K-Puszta during the autumn period. If measured BBOA is excluded from the model vs. measurement comparison, the agreement for fPOA is much better and the fractional bias is reduced substantially from −0.95 to −0.1. The same applies at other sites such as at Melpitz, where the FBIAS drops from −1 to −0.47, or at Cabauw, where FBIAS is reduced from −0.51 to −0.02. This indicates that the quantity of fresh primary OA emissions from biomass burning sources may be underestimated in the inventory. This is consistent with recent studies (e.g., Bergstrom et al., 2012; Denier van der Gon et al., 2014; Kostenidou et al., 2013 ) that have pointed towards large uncertainties in the biomass burning emission estimates in many European areas. To further explore this, the PSAT algorithm was used in parallel with the main CTM to calculate the apportionment for each source and for each species. Source types tracked by PSAT include all the major anthropogenic emission sectors (e.g., energy sector, non-industrial combustion, industry, fossil fuel production, solvent use, road transport, waste disposal, non-road transport, agriculture, and shipping) as well as emission from wildfires, ecosystems and sea-salt emission sources. The fraction of fresh primary OA concentration that was attributed to the three most important biomass-burningrelated sources (wildfires, residential combustion and agricultural waste processing) during the spring period is shown in Fig. 8 . A large fraction of POA concentrations in Europe during the late spring period is attributed to wildfires. In certain areas, such as Russia and southern Europe, wildfire emissions are predicted to contribute up to 95 % to the primary OA concentrations. The second-largest contributor over land is the residential (wood and coal) combustion ranging on average from 30 to 60 %. Fresh POA concentrations originating from this source are more regionally distributed, with peak contributions (up to 60 %) in eastern Turkey, Norway, France and Portugal. Lower fractional contributions to POA are predicted from waste processing and agricultural sector emissions ranging from 10 to 30 % mostly in central and eastern Europe. By directly comparing the AMS BBOA concentrations with the fresh POA from the sum of the biomass burning sources predicted by PSAT during the spring period, a clear model underprediction is seen at both sites where BBOA data are available. At Mace Head the factor-analysisestimated average BBOA concentration is three times higher than the model-predicted fresh POA from the sum of the three major sources of Fig. 8 . At Cabauw the model underpredicts the observed BBOA by approximately 40 %. The factor analysis in 13 out of the 18 data sets resulted in two oxygenated OA components, LV-OOA and SV-OOA. The model does not simulate these two components explicitly. Therefore, an attempt to identify certain parts of the modeled OOA (based on their volatility distribution) that correlate with these two observed components was made. The LV-OOA is considered highly oxygenated and processed OA, and thus it can be initially attributed to the long-rangetransported OA in the model. The SV-OOA is considered less processed and of higher volatility and thus is expected to correlate well with the modeled OOA covering volatility bins that correspond to higher saturation concentrations. However, as these two components are thought to represent the two end states of the OOA oxidation in a given data set, the respective LV-OOA and SV-OOA components may not be chemically identical between sites. Figure 9 shows a comparison of estimated LV-OOA and SV-OOA by factor analysis against predicted concentrations at Finokalia during the late spring period. Predictions shown include OA transported from outside the domain plus the first three volatility bins (with C * of 10 −2 , 10 −1 and 1 µg m −3 ) for the LV-OOA comparison, and OOA with C * from 1 to 10 3 µg m −3 for the SV-OOA comparison. A number of different combinations were tested for all data sets. Statistically the model performs the best at all sites for both LV-OOA and SV-OOA when LV-OOA is compared against the OA with C * ≤ 10 −1 µg m −3 and SV-OOA against the OA with C * > 10 −1 µg m −3 . However, this model performance should not be overinterpreted, as these results are sensitive to the combination of boundary conditions used and the assumed volatility distribution. Furthermore, the 2-D VBS scheme tracking both the volatility and oxidation state could be more helpful for such a comparison, as at some sites the two OOA components analyzed by factor analysis may differ in the extent of oxidation but show similarities in volatility .
Sensitivity to the volatility distribution
The volatility distribution of primary OA emissions affects the gas-particle partitioning of POA and may be another source of uncertainty in the predicted POA concentrations. Based on the PSAT results for the late spring period, the largest part of POA concentrations and emissions in continental Europe originates from biomass burning (fires and residential wood combustion). Here we tried a different volatility distribution than that of Shrivastava et al. (2008) used in the base case, which was recently proposed by May et al. (2013c) for biomass burning POA emissions. The simulation with the new volatility distribution results in higher average POA concentrations (0.37 µg m −3 compared to 0.28 µg m −3 in the base-case run) due to a larger fraction of emissions assigned to the lower-volatility bins. As a result, the underprediction for POA is lower (mean bias is reduced from −0.23 to −0.15 µg m −3 ) and the mean error is slightly decreased (by 0.03 µg m −3 ). However, the new volatility distribution produces significantly lower OOA values, with PMCAMx predicting an average concentration of 1.6 µg m −3 at the four sites during May, compared to a concentration of 2.0 µg m −3 with the base-case run. This resulted in an increase of the average fractional error from 0.37 to 0.56 and a systematic underprediction of OOA (FBIAS decreased from 0.09 to −0.43). However, this sensitivity simulation is assigning the fresh BBOA volatility distribution to all other sources. This should be viewed as a sensitivity test, not as a test of the actual volatility distributions. Future work should include utilizing multiple volatility distributions depending on the various sources of primary OA emissions. The estimation of the absolute emission rate from the measured organic emission factors is an additional source of uncertainty. The corresponding scaling depends on the organic concentration levels and temperature of the measurements, and these are often not well documented or are not used appropriately in the development of the emission inventories.
Sensitivity to SOA aging rate
A sensitivity test was conducted to explore the role of the assumed aging in biogenic SOA. In a similar sensitivity test, assumed that biogenic SOA ages with the same aging rate constant as the anthropogenic SOA (k = 1 × 10 −11 cm 3 molec −1 s −1 ) and found a significant increase of OA concentrations resulting in model overprediction of OA at all studied sites. Murphy and Pandis (2010) tried different combinations of aging for aSOA and bSOA and concluded that aging biogenic and anthropogenic SOA together with a reduced aging reaction rate (2.5 × 10 −12 cm 3 molec −1 s −1 ) resulted in reasonable model performance and a slightly increased summertime OA formation in the eastern US. Following Murphy and Pandis (2010) we tried the same reduced aging rate constant (2.5 × 10 −12 cm 3 molec −1 s −1 ) for both aSOA and bSOA. The model predicts a small increase of OA concentrations during May (between 4 and 14 %) and the autumn period (0.2-3 %) and a decrease during winter (0.2-2 %) mainly due to a stronger effect of bSOA aging during periods with enhanced photochemistry. The sensitivity run predicts an increase of the contribution of bSOA concentration to total OA from 48 to 57 % in May, from 68 to 73 % in autumn and from 64 to 66 % in winter, on a domain-average basis. Overall the model performance for total PM 1 OA did not improve (the average fractional error increased from 0.57 to 0.58). Moreover there was a notable increase of the bias for OOA concentrations during the late spring period (the fractional bias increased from 0.01 to 0.1). Crippa et al. (2014) performed source apportionment using factor analysis with ME-2 on AMS data from all three campaigns. They suggested a standardized methodology that could be applied to any future measurement site or campaign instead of relying on performing unconstrained PMF analysis on each data set separately by each research group, which is subject to differences in each researcher's approach. Here we explore the sensitivity of our model's performance to the use of the ME-2 method. In six data sets HOA concentrations were not available in the initial PMF analysis performed by the individual research groups. The ME-2 data, however, included HOA concentrations at these sites, improving the model's performance. Overall the average fractional bias for HOA concentrations was reduced from −0.4 to −0.12 with the use of the ME-2 data. OOA concentrations were only slightly changed using the ME-2 method (by −0.1 µg m −3 or −5 % on average). In all cases the use of ME-2 results contributed to improved model performance at all studied sites, reducing the average fractional error for OOA from 0.56 to 0.53. Furthermore, the number of data sets where the factor analysis identified two OOA components (LV-OOA and SV-OOA), instead of just one, increased (from 9 to 13) with the use of the ME-2 method. This facilitated the analysis of Sect. 4.3. The systematic application of the ME-2 method should probably be preferred in future modeling studies that use extensive factorization for model evaluation.
Sensitivity to factor-analysis methodology
Conclusions
In this work, a three-dimensional regional chemical transport model (PMCAMx) was applied over Europe, focusing on the formation and chemical transformation of organic matter. The volatility basis set, which considers both primary and secondary organics as semivolatile and photochemically reactive, was used in both the CTM and the source apportionment algorithm PSAT. Three periods were simulated corresponding to intensive measurement campaigns at various sites in Europe, and the model predictions are compared against factor-analysis AMS data. The overall agreement between predictions and measurements for total fine OA mass is encouraging, with the model reproducing the majority (more than 63 %) of the data points within a factor of 2. Interestingly, the model performance fluctuates substantially among the three periods, showing the lowest error (FERROR = 0.35) during spring and the highest during the winter period (FERROR = 0.68).
On average, the predicted oxygenated OA contributes 93 % to total OA during May, 87 % during winter and 96 % during autumn, with the rest comprised of fresh primary OA. The model predicts the highest concentrations of biogenic secondary OA during autumn and of oxidized primary OA and anthropogenic secondary OA during May. Biogenic secondary OA is predicted to be the dominant oxygenated OA component, with a contribution of ∼ 40-60 % to total oxygenated OA in all three periods. Predicted oxygenated OA concentrations compare well with the AMS measured values for all periods.
The error for hydrocarbon-like OA concentrations (MAGE = 0.7 µg m −3 , mean bias = −0.4 µg m −3 ) is most likely an indication of errors in the emissions rates of primary OA and/or errors in their assumed volatility distribution. Including a portion of simulated oxidized primary OA in the fresh primary OA rather than oxygenated OA does not generally improve model performance. The model systematically underpredicts fresh primary OA at most sites during late spring and autumn with a mean bias up to −0.8 µg m −3 (fractional bias up to −0.95). Based on the PSAT results, the biomass burning OA is most likely underestimated in the emission inventory. The largest part of primary OA concentrations and emissions in continental Europe originates from biomass burning (fires and residential wood combustion). A different volatility distribution (representative of biomass burning primary OA emissions) applied to primary OA emissions from all sectors results in higher average primary OA concentrations, with an increased error for oxygenated OA concentrations (FBIAS increased from 0.09 to −0.43).
The model performs well at all sites when the measured low-volatility oxygenated OA is compared against the OA with saturation concentration C * ≤ 10 −1 µg m −3 and the semivolatile oxygenated OA against the OA with C * > 10 −1 µg m −3 . Assuming that both biogenic and anthropogenic secondary OA age together with a reduced aging reaction rate (2.5 × 10 −12 cm 3 molec −1 s −1 ) does not improve model performance for total OA, but it does increase the bias for oxygenated OA concentrations.
The comparisons are sensitive to the factor-analysis methodology, and the observations were found to compare better with the model when the ME-2-based approach proposed by Crippa et al. (2014) is applied to all data sets.
Other possible sources of uncertainty that are not explored here but have been investigated in past applications of PMCAMx include uncertainties in the aging scheme, the magnitude of IVOC emissions and others. For example Murphy et al. (2011) explored a two-bin reduction in volatility upon one oxidation step with a simultaneous decrease (by a factor of 2) in the aging rate constants. They found a slight underprediction of the OA mass observed at Finokalia during May 2008 compared to the base-case one-bin shift. Hodzic et al. (2010) and Grieshop et al. (2009) investigated a twobin reduction (in addition to the one-bin base-case saturation concentration reduction) with a reduced OH reaction rate constant and found both to perform adequately. Murphy et al. (2012) added a detailed functionalization scheme to approximate the effect on volatility of adding relevant functional groups to the carbon backbone . This approach alone resulted in a significant increase of the OA mass. Adding fragmentation to the detailed functionalization scenario decreased OA mass concentrations to the approximate magnitude predicted by the base case (which employs a simplified scheme that is currently used in PMCAMx) and brought the model into reasonable agreement with the OA mass concentration measurements. In our basecase aging scheme we use this simplified scenario that tries to describe the net effect of the chemical aging reactions (both functionalization and fragmentation) without treating any of the two types explicitly. The sensitivity of the model's predictions to the uncertain IVOC emissions was stressed by . An additional SOA formation pathway that is not simulated here is the in-cloud SOA formation from glyoxal and methylglyoxal. Murphy et al. (2012) explored the contribution of this pathway to OOA concentrations at several European sites that are also studied in our work (Mace Head, Cabauw, Finokalia) during both May 2008 and February/March 2009. They reported small enhancements to both average OA mass loadings (< 3 %) and O : C (< 10 %) at the surface. Their estimated OA production from this pathway was found lower (in absolute magnitude) than that seen by Carlton et al. (2008) or measured during the CalNEX campaign, but the contribution to total SOA formed was similar (0-4 %). Aqueous-phase SOA formation from glyoxal and methylglyoxal was also investigated by Myriokefalitakis et al. (2011) using the global 3-D chemistry/transport model TM4-ECPL. They reported significant contributions of oxalate to SOA mass mainly over oceans, possibly due to longrange transport of oxidation products of terrestrial biogenic VOC and subsequent cloud processing, as well as to the multiphase processing of the marine VOC emissions.
Although the base-case OA scheme seems to represent the average atmospheric chemistry of OA reasonably well, there is clearly the possibility of compensating errors, since several required parameters for describing all relevant processes in a framework like the VBS are highly uncertain.
